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TOMMA INTET (meaning: “nothingness”) releases their 
debut album ’…and the fallen Universe’ the 18th of May on 
Lövely Records. The music created is best described as the 
sound of Scandinavian nature – dramatic and energetic, yet 
fragile and beautiful, somewhere in between the 60’s 
dreamy pop music and the 80’s new wave. With a wall of 
harmonies on top of lyrics reminding us about death and 
love, TOMMA INTET is the soundtrack of our last days left 
on this earth. 

"Tomma Intet is a state of mind. An evolving work of art. A masterpiece.” - Santa Rosa Records 

TOMMA INTET have previously released two seven inch singles. Their track 'Sirens'was voted one of the best 
songs hailing from Sweden in 2017 in the national radio show Musikguiden i P3. TOMMA INTET is a collective 
with an undefined amount of members, born in Sweden during the winter of 2016 and is based on the idea of 
enlightenment and transcendence. TOMMA INTET is a state of mind. It is the world you experience when you 
leave something old and familiar (like earlier projects as The High Hats) and decide to evolve into something new 
and unknown. “…And the Fallen Universe” is released by Lövely Records, a label that quickly have arose as an 
important home to some of most promising and Swedish alternative acts. The label is the home to MCC [Magna 
Carta Cartel], True Moon and Priest among others. 

"Urgent, exciting, and dramatic, the song is late ’90s Brit-pop-rock taken to the deserts of the USA. The driving 
melody, the pulsating rhythms, and the holier-than-thou vocals are mesmerizing. The lyrics are even better, as the 
band have crafted a post-apocalyptic story that should form the basis of the next Mad Max movie or if there 
should be a sequel to The Book of Eli. Amazing. Absolutely a musical triumph.”  
- The Revue about ’Falling from the Edge of the World" 

 
Media Feedback: 

"Like previous singles, it is a dreamy and cinematic indie of the best kind.”                 - 
Hymn about ’Falling from the Edge of the World' 

"Last September when we were first introduced to Tomma Intet with their single “Through The Circle Of A Rope”, 
we said, “Look out world: Sweden has another group deserving of our undivided attention.” And if you weren’t 
sold then or just missed it, then wait until you hear “Falling From The Edge Of The World”, which is nothing  short 
of amazing. For that matter, it is without question one of the best songs of the year so far.Last September when 
we were first introduced to Tomma Intet with their single “Through The Circle Of A Rope”, we said, “Look out 
world: Sweden has another group deserving of our undivided attention.” And if you weren’t sold then or just 
missed it, then wait until you hear “Falling From The Edge Of The World”, which is nothing short of amazing. For 
that matter, it is without question one of the best songs of the year so far.” - The Revue 
 
 

Mehr Info, Links, Videos, Tourdaten auf der Serviceseite:  http://www.noisolution.de/promotion/tomma-intet 
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